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Highlights
We continue to deliver against the corporate strategy
we communicated in January 2007
– Andash zone 1 remains on track to be in production second half
of 2008
– Increased political stability
– Key operational management employed
– Key equipment identified and on order
– Exploration commenced

Continued positive outlook for metal prices, revised
capex forecast, mitigation of project risks and further
resource potential all indicate significant upside for
stakeholders

The Strategy – January 2007

• Bring Andash Zone 1 into production at 2m tpa, enabling the
Company to be re-rated as a producer
• Obtain JORC resource classification on Zones 2 and 3
• Implement exploration drilling programme on new exploration
opportunities with key focus on Tokhtonysay and Nakhodka
• Look at other low risk opportunities where we can capitalise on
our significant regional strength

The Andash asset
• Proven and probable reserve of 16 million tonnes,
containing over 1.1 million ounces of gold and gold
equivalent
• Cash operating costs projected at $223 per ounce
• Revised financials:
– Capital cost $48.5 million
– Current NPV of ‘$152m’ at a discount rate of 15%, IRR of ‘103%’
and payback period of ‘2.2 years’

• Additional upside from other exploration targets

Country update
• Current PM set to continue in the medium term
• Negative sentiment earlier in the year towards mining in
the Talas valley replaced by neutrality
– puts us in the driving seat
– the onus is on us to keep the local population on side
– poll of local community demonstrated majority support for
commencement of operations

• We will continue to mitigate risks
–
–
–
–

strong relationships
pro-active involvement with NGO’s and public bodies
Investment agreement
bring on multilaterals where applicable

Project update
• Local project team assembled under the management of
experienced operations and project personnel employed in March
– Capital cost reduction of $7m

• Short self imposed delay in getting on site
– Geotechnical drilling commenced July
– Geophysical exploration started in August
– Core drilling started September

• Still on target to bring mine into production second half of 2008
– Used up time contingency, however, tactically we are always looking at
ways of reducing construction time
– Detailed design work will be completed to meet mining licence deadline
of November 30

• Road building equipment ordered and delivered. Mining fleet on
order for delivery in February 2008; mill contracts currently being
finalised with 8 month lead time

Financial summary
• Results to 31st March 2007 do not demonstrate the
progress and transformation of Aurum since the
fundraising in February 2007
• Strong balance sheet - year-end cash balance of £28.4m
and no debt
• Group is fully funded to take Andash Zone 1 mine into
production in second half of 2008
• Internal and financial controls have been bolstered to
reflect the rapid organisational growth and change –
cash management and treasury decision making
retained in London
• Focus for next 12 months will be on the preservation of
cash while keeping production targets on track

Project financials
• Based on 25 September 2007 metal prices (gold $725 per oz,
copper $8000 per tonne) and revised CAPEX forecasts, Andash
NPV is US$152m and the project IRR is 103% - post tax and
royalties (in the feasibility study, NPV was $36.4m and IRR was
36.9%)
• NPV calculated using a 15% discount rate – this theoretical rate
should fall as project risks are mitigated
• CAPEX savings identified will be used to ensure mining operation is
commenced in parallel with construction
• Leasing arrangements over mobile equipment are being negotiated
• No current hedging of copper or gold
• ‘Off take’ agreements will be finalised once firm dates for production
are known.

Next steps
• Full expectation to meet our 2008 commitments
– bring zone 1 into production
– enhance JORC resource base
– aggressive exploration to continue

• Board will allocate time to looking at complementary
opportunities to expand footprint and enhance
shareholder value
– utilise knowledge and experience
– reduce country risk
– maintain focus on Andash

Important Notice

The information contained in these slides has been prepared by Aurum Mining Plc ("the Company") and is subject to updating, completion, revision, further verification and amendment without
notice. These slides have not been approved by the United Kingdom Listing Authority as a prospectus under the Prospectus Rules (made under Part VI of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 ("FSMA")) or by the London Stock Exchange. These slides do not constitute or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall they or
any part of them form the basis of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever. No reliance may be placed for any purpose
whatsoever on the information or opinions contained in these slides or the presentation or on the completeness, accuracy or fairness.
No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or Arbuthnot Securities Ltd ("Arbuthnot") or any of its directors,
officers, partners, employees, agents or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in these slides or the presentation and no
responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions, misstatements, negligence or otherwise for any other communication written or
otherwise. In addition, in issuing these slides, the Company does not undertake any obligation to update or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent in these slides. Notwithstanding
the aforesaid, nothing in this paragraph shall exclude liability for any undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance made fraudulently.
Arbuthnot which is regulated by the Financial Services Authority, is advising the Company and no one else. Arbuthnot's responsibilities as the Company's Nominated Adviser under the AIM Rules
of the London Stock Exchange will be owed solely to London Stock Exchange plc and not to the Company, to any of its directors or any other person. Arbuthnot is advising the Company and no
one else (whether or not a recipient of these slides), and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to customers of Arbuthnot.
Arbuthnot has not authorised the contents of, or any part of, these slides. These slides are for distribution in or from the UK only to persons authorised or exempted within the meaning of FSMA or
any order made thereunder or to those persons to whom these slides may be lawfully distributed pursuant to the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005
("Financial Promotion Order") as amended: including investment professionals as defined in article 19(5) and high net worth entities as defined in article 49(2) of the Financial Promotion Order.
Persons who do not fall within any of these definitions should not rely on these slides nor take any action upon them, but should return them immediately to the Company.
To comply with United States securities regulations, the distribution of this presentation is solely to parties who either (i) are not "U.S. persons" within the meaning of SEC Regulation S promulgated
under the US Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") or (ii) in the United States to persons who are "U.S. persons" and are "qualified institutional buyers" within the meaning of SEC Rule 144A
(including electronic transmission). Accordingly, it is not intended that the presentation be distributed or passed on by any means, directly or indirectly (including electronic transmission) to any
other class of persons and it should not be copied, distributed, published or reproduced in part or disclosed to any such persons.
This presentation should not be copied or distributed by recipients and, in particular, should not be distributed by any means including electronic transmission, to persons with addresses in
Canada, Australia, Republic of Ireland, South Africa or Japan their possessions or territories or to any citizens thereof, or to any corporation, partnership or such entity created or organised under
the laws thereof. Any such distribution contrary to the above could result in a violation of the laws of such countries.
These slides are confidential and are being supplied to you solely for your information and may not be reproduced, re-distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for
any purpose. By accepting receipt of this document, you agree to be bound by the limitations and restrictions set out above.
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